Effects of Social Deprivation

- Hospitalization: high level of depression in institutionalized children due to lack of caregiver contact
  - Also seen in abused monkeys; injured infants who lack proper care
  - Neglected children have lower levels of oxytocin and cortisol, possibly as an attempt to deal with lack of social relationships

Attachment Styles

- Attachment styles in infants and romantic adult relationships

  Secure Attachment
  - Most common
  - Good at caring with being approached; believe self is worthy and well liked
  - Avoidant Attachment
  - Suppression of attachment needs as attempts to be accepted and integrated
  - Difficulty developing intimate relationships
  - Anxious Attachment
  - Overly solicitous; will not allow friends, resulting in high levels of anxiety
  - Anxious- Avoidant Coupling: secure and insecure attachment are common
  - Coercive behavior as缠状 anxiety; anxious avoidant to avoid rejection
  - Anxious Love: Anxious-avoidant coupling on stable as Secure- secure for 6 years but have low satisfaction

Love

- Definitions of feelings, experience and behaviors that can be felt in an intimate relationship

Passionate Love

- Frenzied passion in another that includes (motor sexual feelings), the urgency and intensity of the emotion

Gratitudinal Love

- Warm, loving, caring affection for another whose life is deeply attuned with another's own
- Focussed on love